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The strong convergence of modular automorphism groups and Connes cocycle 
derivatives is discussed under an increasing or decreasing net of van Neumann 
subalgebras and faithful semifinite normal weights on a van Neumann algebra. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since Tomita-Takesaki theory 1171 and Connes theory 171, modular 
automorphism groups and Connes cocycle derivatives have played a central 
role in analyzing von Neumann algebras. The strong convergence of 
associated modular automorphism groups was obtained under the norm 
convergence of faithful normal positive linear functionals [2 1 and the 
monotone increasing convergence of faithful semifinite normal weights 19 1. 
On the other hand, Araki [3,4] established the convergence of modular 
operators given an increasing net of von Neumann subalgebras and a faithful 
normal positive linear functional and applied it to the convergence of relative 
entropies. On the same lines, we discuss in this paper the martingale type 
convergence of modular automorphism groups and Connes cocycle 
derivatives under an increasing or decreasing net of von Neumann 
subalgebras and faithful semifinite normal weights. 
Given a faithful semifinite normal weight q on a von Neumann algebra M, 
let A, and a: be the associated modular operator and modular 
automorphism group. In Section 1 we consider the strong convergence of 
modular automorphism groups o;n associated with q, = y?rM, for 
increasing von Neumann subalgebras M, /M. It is proved that 
CITY + o:(x) strongly for every x E U, M, if and only if the union of the 
left Hilbert algebras associated with pa is a core of A:‘*. In Section 2 we 
consider the decreasing case of unital von Neumann subalgebras M, \ M x . 
lJnder suitable assumptions we show that u;*(x) + ayr(.v) strongly for every 
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xEM, where 9,=9rMM,. In Section 3 the strong convergence of Connes 
cocycle derivatives is obtained in the similar situation of increasing or 
decreasing von Neumann subalgebras. Finally in Section 4 we give some 
discussions in connection with the martingale convergence in von Neumann 
algebras. In this direction we have given further discussions in [ 121. 
1. INCREASING CASE 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and 9 be a faithful semifinite normal 
weight on M. We use the usual notations ti,,, = {x E M: 9(x*x) < t-co} and 
mP = B,* &,. Let (ZV, x0) be the GNS representation of M induced by 9 
where the canonical injection of +zO into RV is denoted by x ++ x,. Then 
am = (xlp :x E M~ n m,* } is an achieved left Hilbert algebra and rr,JM) is its 
left von Neumann algebra. Let A,, J,, and a: be the modular operator, the 
modular conjugation, and the modular automorphism group associated 
with 9. 
In this section we discuss the convergence of modular automorphism 
groups for the increasing case. We fix an increasing net (M,} of von 
Neumann subalgebras of M with M = V, M, (we write M, /“M). Assume 
that 9, = 9 1 M, is semifinite for each a. For each a, we take B?a = B@ n M, ) 
@z* tic, the GNS representation (Ra, n,) of M,, the left Hilbert 
~~e~ra%~ = {xv : x E n, n H,*}, the modular operator A,, and the modular 
automorphism group a;* associated with 9,. Then (;F”,} is naturally an 
increasing net of subspaces of <PV where the canonical injection of “a into 
Ea is taken as the restriction of x E+ x, to B,. Let P, be the orthogonal 
projection of RV onto X,, then P, E z,(M,)’ and n,(x) = z@(x) P, for all 
xEM,. 
Under the above assumptions and notations, we have 
THEOREM 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) U, Or,(&!,,,) is a core of A;‘*; 
(ii) a;e(x) converges trongly to o;(x)for every x E kJ, M,. 
In this case, the convergence in (ii) is uniform for t in any finite interval. 
Particularly if q is bounded (i.e., 9(l) < + oo), then conditions (i) and (ii) 
hold. 
For the proof of (i) +- (ii), we present some lemmas following Araki [ 3 1 
who dealt with the case 9(l) < +cc. 
LetfE M$ withf< 9 be given. It is known (cf. [6] or [ 16, Corollary 2.41) 
that there exist a unique T E n,(M)’ with 0 < T < 1 and a unique q E RQ 
such that 
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f(x) = (Q(X) 45 VI>, x E mw ) 
TX, = n”(x) r: x E MC&, . 
By 121, Theorem 3.21, there exists a unique h E JTC~ with 0 < h ,< 1 such that 
f(x) = $p(hx + xh), x E Pi<, n P/J. 
For each a we further take a unique h, E PPZ~ with 0 6 h, ,< 1 such that 
Then 
f(x) = $p(h, x + xh,), x E i’ln n *Lx 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) hoED(A,)andd,h,=2T~-h,. 
(2) For each a. (h,), E D(A,) and A,(h,),, = 2P, TV - (h,), , 
Proof: (I ) For every x, E /r,, we have 
2 b, 3 73) = 2 (~,(X> r. v> = v-(x) 
= p(hx + xh) = (X", h,) + (h‘,, (x*),) 
=(x,,h,)+ (A:2X,,A<;;2h,,), 
and hence 
Since (To is a core of A:‘*, we get h, E D(A,) and A, h, = 2Tq - h,. 
(2) As T and q for d we take T, E rr,(M,)’ = P,,n,(M,)‘P, and 
V,E Fn=p,F; for fw,. We then get (h,), E @A,) and 
A,(h,,), = ZT, n, - (h,),. It now suffices to show that T(, ye, = P, TV. For 
every x E e,), we have 
CL. T, v,> = @L(x) f7,3 rl,) =.0x) 
= (n,(x) tl, rl) = (xv, TV) = (x,. P, TV). 
and hence T, 7, = P, Try. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose condition (i) in Theorem 1.1. Then 
II (h,), - h,ll --t 0 and IkW,), - 4ah,ll--t 0. 
ProoJ: Condition (i) obviously yields that P,, ,,,n 1, so that 
l/P, TV - TV/~ + 0. Hence it suffices by Lemma 1.2 to prove the first 
assertion. Noting that 
ll(h,),ll* = cp(hi) =f(h,) < llfll~ 
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let C$ E XV be any weak accumulation point of {(h,),}. By weak compactness 
of the unit ball of M, there exists a subnet {h,,} of {h,} such that (h,,), -+ < 
weakly in &“, and h,, --f k weakly for some k E M, . Then it follows 
(cf. [ 16, p. 281) that k E +zV and 5 = k,. Since 
we have 
3-(x> = (xv, k,) + CL (x*)J, %dNL. 
a 
By condition (i), for every x, E 6Y, there is a sequence {(x,),} in 0, L?!, 
such that 1) (x,), - x,)) --t 0 and II (xx), - (x*),/l --t 0. Sincef< (D, 
I./-(x, -XII ~fW’f((xn -x)*(x, -w2 
GW’ IIkJ, --%I1 + 0. 
We thus have 
so that 
V-(x) = (x,> k,) + CL (x*)J, X&Q& 
-(x,,(h-k),)=((h-k),,(x*),)=(d~‘*x,,d~*(h-k)~), 
X&E@,. 
This implies that (h - k), E II@,) and d,(h - k), = -(h - k),. Hence 
(h - k), = 0 and so < = k, = h,. Thus (A,), -+ h, weakly in RV, and 
moreover h, -+ h weakly in M because h is a single weak accumulation point 
of (h,}. Hence 
II (ha), /I2 =f@,) --+f(h) =II h, II 2 ) 
so that 1) (h,), - h,ll -+ 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.4. The set ((1 + A,) h,) is total in X, where h E mq with 
0 < h < 1 is taken as above for any f E Mz with f < p. 
Proof: For each a E H., with 0 < a < 1, detine T E n,(M)’ with 
O<T<l andvEP,by 
T= JVn,(a112) J,, 9 = J,(a 1/2)m. 
Then 
TX, = JQns(al’*) Jqx, = xv(x) JV(a1’2)o = rim(x) q XE NV. 
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Now define f E M$ by 
2h9 
f(x) = Mx> rl, r>, xEM. 
If x E mm with x > 0, then 
f(x) = (TX,) q) = (T7c,(x’~‘)(x”’ ), ,?I) 
= (T(x’12),, i7,(x”2) ?I> = I/ T(x”‘2)“//2 
,< II (x”2)ml12 = P(X), 
and hence f ,< 9. For this f we take an h E: MZ~ with 0 < h ,< 1. By 
Lemma 1.2. 
(1 + A,) h, = 2Tq = ~&~,(u’~~)(u”~), = 2J,,a,,. 
Since (a, : a E m, 1 is dense in P’, the set 
(W,a,:aEnz,,O~a\< 1) 
is total in YV. Q.E.D. 
For the proof of (ii) * (i) in Theorem 1.1, we present the following 
LEMMA 1.5. There exists a faithful sem$nite normal weight ‘p. on M 
such that 
(1) PGPo9 
(2) v. r Ma = P, for each a, 
(3) U, C’, is a core ofA:!. 
Proof: Let fl,, = U, Ra which is a left Hilbert subalgebra of (TV. Let fl,, 
be the completion of U,, in 3, and P, the orthogonal projection of ~Pq onto 
6. Since P, E nq(Ma)’ and P, ,? P,, we get P, E zq(M)‘. Let z,, n;, 
Y’(C’,), and 67: be the representations by left and right multiplications, the 
left von Neumann algebra, and the achieved left Hilbert algebra, respectively. 
associated with CZ’,, . For each q = x, E GZ’, , we have q(v) = zm(x) P, . Hence 
V(O’,) = RJM) P,. If z,(x) P,= 0 for x EM, then ..q= 0 for all 
.Y E u,(~~ n -z) so that x= 0. Hence M is isomorphic to P(6Y0) by 
x ++ zm(x) P,. Identifying M with JP(G’,), we define the associated faithful 
semifinite normal weight q,, on M, i.e., for a E M, , 
c4h4 = II dl’ if 7c,(a”‘)P,, = q,(r) with r E fJ’/, 
ZZ fcr, otherwise. 
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Now let UEM, and <EC?: be such that z,(ui”)P,, = n,(r). By 
[ 11, Theorem 41, there exists a sequence I<,,} = {(x,),1 in @, such that 
It then follows that <E @, and hence < = x, with x E e,,, n ~2%. For every 
Y E U,(% n 4>, we have a”‘y = xy since 
(a’/2y), = n,(t) y, = l@ G(Y,) t, = linm q&J Y, = (xv),. 
Hence aI’2 = x and ~~(a) = (]x,((~ = ~(a). Moreover, for each a E (M,), 
with (p(u) < +co, we get (a1’2)Ip E @,, and ~,&) = ~](u*‘*),~]~ = (a). We thus 
deduce properties (1) and (2). Property (3) is obvious from the definition of 
00. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i) * (ii). F or each a, let d’, = A,P, + (1 - P,). 
For any h, as in Lemma 1.2, we have 
II1(1 +~~)-‘-(1+A,)-‘}(l+A,)h,ll 
=ll(l +&-%I +4Jh,-(1 +A,)(U,l +@,),-&II 
G 2 II PU, - h,/l + Il4kJ, -4JdI --t 0 
by Lemma 1.3. It follows from Lemma 1.4 that (1 +la)-’ --t (1 + A,)-’ 
strongly. This implies (cf. [ 15, Problems 21, 271) that a:-+ A: strongly 
where the convergence is uniform for t in any finite interval. For every 
xE M,, we have 
~&t”“(x)) P, = A; n,(x) A, it P, = 8; n,Jx) d’,- it P, . 
For every x E M,,, < E Z,, and a 3 ao, we have 
II %M-(x)) r - %(4+>> al 
which tends to 0 uniformly for f in any finite interval. 
(ii) => (i). Let v. be as in Lemma 1.5. By properties (2) and (3), it 
follows from the part (i) =z= (ii) that ape(x) -+ aFo(x) strongly for every 
xc UaM,. Together with assumption (ii), we get $“o(x) = u;(x) for all 
x E M. By [ 14, Theorem 5.41, there exists a positive selfadjoint operator z 
affiliated with the center of M such that rp = (P,,(z .). By property (l), we get 
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0 < z < 1 (cf. [ 16, Proposition 4.51). Hence (2) implies that (1 - z) a = 0 for 
every positive a E u, WZ~. Therefore z = 1 and q = qO, so that (ii) 2 (i). 
Finally let v, be bounded. For each x E M, taking a net (xi} in CJ, M,, 
such that xj --t x strongly *, we have Ij (xi), - x,/j -+ 0 and 
jj (~,f+)~ - (x*),11 --t 0. Hence (i) holds. Q.E.D. 
To show that condition (i) is rather strong, we give 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let M = W(Z) be a factor of type I, and T a densely 
defined strictly positive (i.e., (TY, c> > ,I//<//‘, r E D(T), for some ,X > 0) 
symmetric operator on 37 Let n be the directed set of all finite-dimensional 
projections p with PY c D(T). Letting M, =pMp for p E Z7, we have an 
increasing net (M,} of subalgebras of M with M, /” M. Usually T has many 
selfadjoint extensions with the same lower bound. In this case there are many 
strictly positive selfadjoint operator A on R’ satisfying 
D(A I”) =) D(T), 
/IA “*tl12 = (TC 0, t E DC’-). 
(+) 
Moreover there is the greatest positive selfadjoint operator A,, on X 
satisfying (*) (cf. 19, Lemma 51 or [ 16, p. 4681). For any A as above, we get 
a faithful semifinite normal weight (D on M by q = tr(A .). Then. for each 
p E IT, qr M, is bounded and independent of the choice of A. In this 
situation, it is seen as in the proof of (ii) 3 (i) of Theorem 1. I that condition 
(i) does not hold unless q = q0 where q0 = tr(A, .). 
The following corollary is easily verified from Theorem I. 1. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose condition (i) in Theorem 1.1. Then: 
(1) IffEMz andfrM, is oy*- invariant for each a, then f is op- 
invariant. 
(2) If f E M$ and f r M, satisfies the KMS condition with respect o 
oaks for each CY, then f satisfies the same with respect o 0,“. 
(3) If N is a von Neumann subalgebra of M with N c fl, M,, and N 
is oyn-invariant for each a, then N is a;-invariant. 
2. DECREASING CASE 
In this section we consider the convergence of modular automorphism 
groups for the decreasing case. Let (M,} be a decreasing net of von 
Neumann subalgebras of M with M, = 0, M,(we write M, \ M, ). In this 
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case we further assume that each M, is unital and ‘p, = (p 1 M, is semifinite, 
so that each cp, = cp rM, is semifinite. Besides the notations in Section 1, we 
use maI) m,, (Ra, Q, A,, and P, associated with ooo. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the above assumptions, if the condition 
0) P, \ P, (i.e., f-l,< =8J 
is satisfied, then a:-(x) converges strongly to u~=$x) for every x E M, where 
the convergence is uniform for t in any finite interval. 
ProojI For each SE A4; with f < p, besides h, E m, we take a unique 
hmE@%3 with 0 < h, < 1 such that 
f(x) = $v(h,x + xh,), XE #Z,f-3@2~. 
By Lemma 1.2 we get 
A,(k), = 2J-‘, TV - (h,),~ 
A&,), = 2P,Tv - &.A. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1.3, it can be proved that I( (h,), - (h&1( --+ 0. By 
virtue of condition (i), we get also (1 A,(h,), - A,(h,),l( + 0. Now let 
d”, = A,P, + (1 - P,) and d”, = A, P, + (1 -P,). We then have 
111(1+~~)-‘-(1+~,,-‘}(1+A,)(h,),ll~O 
as in the proof of (i) =+ (ii) of Theorem 1.1. Since 
(I+ A,)(h,), = 2P, Tr = P,(l + A,) h,, 
it follows from Lemma 1.4 that the set {(l + A,)(h,),} is total in Ra. 
Hence (1 + AJ’P, + (1 + A,)-‘P, strongly, so that 
(l+~J-‘=(1+6,)-‘P,f(l+~J-‘(P,-P,)+~(l-P,) 
converges trongly to 
(1 + a,>-1 = (1 + &J’P, + i(l -P,). 
Therefore, for every x E M, and < E Xa, we have 
uniformly for t in any finite interval. Choosing a net {aj} in wa3 with 
O<aj/” 1, we have 
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This yields that n,(M)‘(Pm, is dense in Pi,. Hence we get the desired 
conclusion. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS 2.2. (1) Suppose condition (i) in Theorem 1.1 (resp. 
Theorem 2.1). If {x, } is a bounded net in A4 such that x, E M, and X, --t .Y 
strongly, then a;$~~) converges strongly to a;“(x) (resp. a:-x(x)) uniformly 
for t in any finite interval. 
(2) If condition (i) in Theorem 1.1 (resp. Theorem 2.1) is satisfied. 
then the same holds for any weight v/ on M with 1~ ‘8 < v < ,Xp for some 
/I > 0. 
(3) The converse in Theorem 2.1 does not hold, even if 50 is bounded. 
Indeed we can find a von Neumann algebra M with a cyclic and separating 
vector r and a decreasing net (M,} of von Neumann subalgebras of M such 
that r is cyclic for each Ma and M, = 0, M, = C 1 (cf. [5, Example 1 I). 
Let t&j = (x& <) for x E M, then Fa = iF$ for each a and Pi, = Cc. Thus 
condition (i) in Theorem 2.1 is not satisfied, but the conclusion trivially 
holds. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF CONNES COCYCLE DERIVATIVES 
Let q and v be faithful semifinite normal weights on M. We define the 
faithful semifinite normal weight w on M @ Fz by 
where F, is the factor of type I, and (e,i)i,,i_ ,,z is the natural basis for Fz. 
Then 
In the GNS representation of M @ F, induced by u, the Hilbert space ‘Fi, is 
given by 
Fw= F@@<;it”,@<i%“w@ TV 
with the canonical injection 
*w = (Xl,), 0 (x,z)z 0 (xzdv @ c%JW~ X = \‘ xii @ eji E 92,. 
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The Connes cocycle derivative (DI+Y: Drp), is given by 
$71 0 e,,) = (Dy: Dq), 0 e,, , tE Ft. 
Moreover we define 
@“(x) = (Dy: Dp),a,“(x) = o:(x)(Dy/: Drp),, XEM, tEIR. 
Then of@ is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of isometries on M 
and we have $‘(x @ e2,) = c$‘,~(x) 0 e2,. The relative modular operator A,,, 
on ZV is defined through the polar decomposition S,,, = J,,oAL’,i of the 
closure S,,, of the closable conjugate linear operator x, t--, (x*)$, 
x E PZ~ n H,*. It is easily checked that 
A,=A.OA.,,OA,,,OA,. 
Now let M, /” M and assume that q, = rp r 44, and v/, = VT M, are 
semilinite for each a. Then M, 0 F, / M @ F, and o, = w r (M, @ F2) is 
semitinite for each CL It is readily seen that condition (i) in Theorem 1.1 for 
w is equivalent o the following: 
(a) U,{X,:XE eZm,n,,“} is acoreofdy’, 
(b) U,{x&: x E ntiL, n &;=} is a core of A;:,, 
cc> U,{x V:xE~Van~n,*a}isacoreofA:!~, 
(d) ~,{x,:~E~~~n~n,*}isacoreofA~‘*. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M, /” M and cp, w be as above. If conditions (a)-(d) 
hold (particularly ifq~ and v/ are bounded), then u~~~‘$x) converges strongly 
to u:‘~(x) for every x E U,M, and (Dw, : DP,)~ converges strongly to 
(Dy: Dq),, where the convergence is uniform for t in any finite interval. 
Proof. The first part is immediate from Theorem 1.1 applied to 
IV, @ F, /IM @ F, and w. For the second part, let e, be the unity of M,, 
then e,/* 1. By Remark 2.2(l), it follows that uT”(e, 0 e,,) = 
PP, : &At 0 ezl converges strongly to uf”( 1 @ e2,) = (Dy/: Dq), 0 e,, 
uniformly for t in any finite interval. Q.E.D. 
For the decreasing case, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M,\M, where each M, is unital. Assume that 
q,, = rprM, and wa, = wTM, are semifinite. Zf n,xq,=zq, and 
n,4, =4,, then u~-~~=(x) converges strongly to u~‘~‘“~(x) for every 
x E M, and in particular (Dy/, : Dq,,), converges strongly to (DwW : Drp,),. 
The convergence is uniform for t in any Jinite interval. 
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ProoJ Obviously M, @ F, \M, @ F, and o, = w r (M, @? F-,) is 
semifinite. Since the condition n,;7”,, = rm, is equivalent to 
0, Pq, = TV,- and fi,.Pti,n = P*,, the theorem follows immediately from 
Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 
4. CONNECTIONS WITH MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE 
The martingale convergence theorems in von Neumann algebras have been 
developed by several authors 18; 10, 13. 19, 201. In this section we discuss 
the convergence of Connes cocycle derivatives in connection with the 
martingale convergence. 
Let cp be a faithful semifinite normal weight on M and N a unital von 
Neumann subalgebra of M. The conditional expectation c:: M-+ N with 
respect to ~7 is a unique norm one normal projection E of M onto N such that 
v(x) = p(c(x)) for all x E M, . According to Takesaki 1 IS], there exists the 
conditional expectation E: M-1 N with respect to o if and only if or N is 
semifinite and a;(N) = N for every t E R. In this case, t‘ is determined by 
z~(E(x)) = f%,(x) P for all x E M where v/ = 07 r N and P is the orthogonal 
projection of Y‘, onto Xi. If x E PZ,,, then we have E(S) & 9~~, and 
(E(X)), = P.Y,. 
Let M, ,jP M (or h4, \M,) where each M, is unital. In the following 
theorems we assume that for each 1 there exists the conditional expectation 
6, : M--f M, with respect to VI. For the case M, ‘\ M, , we further assume 
that o,, = qrMM, is semifinite, so that the conditional expectation 
F , : M--t MI with respect to p exists. Then {E,} becomes an increasing (or 
decreasing) martingale of conditional expectations. Note that the 
convergence properties in Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 hold under these 
assumptions since crya = a: r M, for each c1 (cf. [ 7, Lemma 1.4.3 1). We here 
mention the martingale convergence theorem given by Tsukada ) 19 1 as 
follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. (1) Let M,, /“M. Then E (x) converges strongi], to x ji)r 
eveyv x E M and fa F, converges in the norma to f for ezTer>! f E M, . 
(2) Lef M,\M,. Then F,(X) converges srrongl~~ to c I (.u) for ever!- 
.Y E M and f 0 t‘, converges in the norm to f o F, for ez,ery-fE M:, 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M, /” M and y be a faithful semljinite normal weight 
on M. Then (Dy,, : Dp7,), converges strongly to (Dy : Dp), un$orrnJ~~ for t in 
anv finite interval in the following cases: 
(i) i~‘~~U/~~~.forsome~>O, 
(ii) w is bounded. 
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ProoJ Since up* = o: r M, for each a, the conditions in Theorem 1.1 
hold for 9. For case (i), it is obvious that conditions (a)-(d) in Section 3 are 
satisfied. Hence case (i) follows from Theorem 3.1. For case (ii), 
Theorem 4.1(l) yields that (] v 0 E, - 9]/ + 0. By [7, Lemma 1.4.41, we have 
PY,: D9,)t = ww o 0 D(9 o E,))t = (D(w o 0 Drp),. 
Hence we get the conclusion by [ 16, Proposition 7.181. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let M,\ M, and v be a faithful semifinite normal 
weight on M. Then (Dy,: Drp,), converges strongly to (Dy,: Drp,), 
unlyormly for t in any finite interval in the following cases: 
(i) K19,<ly<19forsomeil>0, 
(ii) the conditional expectation of M onto M, with respect to v exists 
for each a and vrn is semifinite, 
(iii) w is bounded. 
ProoJ: Let x E flV. Since (E,(X)), = P,x,, (E,(X)), = Pmxm, and 
E,(X) -+ E,(X) strongly by Theorem 4.1(2), we have )IP,x, - PcoxBjJ -+ 0. 
Hence n,XVa =ZV,. For cases (i) and (ii), also narpOa =Zti, holds. 
Hence Theorem 3.2 gives the conclusion. Case (iii) is shown as in case (ii) 
of Theorem 4.2 from Theorem 4.1(2) and (16, Proposition 7.181. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let (52, X) be a measurable space and ,u, v be equivalent 
finite measures on .F. Let {Fe} be an increasing (resp. decreasing) net of 
sub-o-fields of .F with ,F = Va .Fa (resp. Fa = 0, &). We take 
M = L “O(0, F, p) and M, = L”(G, <Fa, u). The measures y, v naturally 
define faithful normal positive linear functionals 9, 9 on M. Taking the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative f = dv/dp, we have (DI,Y : D9), = f it and 
(Dv, : D9Jt = E,(f l-Qi’ where E,(f P-2 is the conditional expectation 
of f with respect to .F= and ,u. Hence Theorem 4.2 (resp. Theorem 4.3) 
asserts that 
II4(fleJ” - f %-1o 
(rev. ll~,WTY -~,(fITJitIILz+ 0) 
uniformly for t in any finite interval. This is a version of the classical 
martingale convergence theorem. 
Recently Accardi and Cecchini [l] generalized the concept of conditional 
expectations on von Neumann algebras. The Accardi and Cecchini 
generalized conditional expectation F: M + N with respect o 9 always exists 
whenever N is a unital von Neumann subalgebra nd 9 r N is semifinite, but 
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E is not necessarily a projection onto N and lacks a useful property that 
~(axb) = as(x) b for a, b E N and x E 44. 
In [ 121 we have studied the strong martingale convergence of generalized 
conditional expectations. For the case M, /“M, the conditions in Theorem 
1.1 hold if and only if E,(X) -+ x strongly for every x E M where E, : A4 4 M,, 
is the generalized conditional expectation with respect to 9. For the case 
K’\M,, if condition (i) in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied, then F,(X) + F I (x) 
strongly for every x E M. See ] 121 for detailed arguments. 
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